
PHOTO ESSAYS BY STUDENTS

Photo essays are a great way to challenge your creative photography skills and fully Get into the classrooms,
photograph the students and the teachers during .

You can present a picture of an old, worn-out chair and nobody will see it more than it is. Knowing this, you
need to plan out your shots. This would mean that it would be necessary to look for facts that not a lot of
people know about. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. How to Write a Photo Essay First of all, you would need to find a
topic that you are interested in. Photo essays by Lange were published in various magazines and reports from
the s to the s. Human Erosion in California Migrant Mother , Nipomo, California Dorothea Lange, March
Assessment Students and teacher assess whether or not their projects meet the definition they established for
"social documentary. This versatility is also what makes the photo essay a great educational asset in
classrooms today; teachers can use them in any content area. Grades 1. Reflecting upon and Assessing the
Characteristics and Merits of Their Work and the Work of Others Students describe meanings of artworks by
analyzing how specific works are created and how they relate to historical and cultural contexts. Conduct short
as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation. What Is a Photo Essay? If cameras are not available, students collect existing
images representing their topic from the Internet, newspapers, magazines, and other sources, or they make a
series of drawings from observation or based on sources described above. If you are just getting started, start
out small: Have students create a short photo essay two to five images to present a topic, process or idea you
have been focusing on in class. Photo essays can feature text through articles and descriptions, or they can
stand alone with simple captions to give context. You see, there are times when photographs cannot stand
alone. Creative Expression 2. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the
credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism. Photo essays
are a simple, engaging way to start. Aesthetic Valuing 4. Remember, the ability to manipulate the emotions of
your audience will allow you to build a strong connection with them. Grade 8 1. A photo essay, in its simplest
form, is a series of pictures that evokes an emotion, presents an idea or helps tell a story. From the name
given, a photo essay is a written article consisting of a collection of images and texts. Day 2: In small groups
students share their definitions of social-documentary photography and arrive at a definition they agree upon.
Repeat for back cover. Understanding the Visual Arts in Relation to History and Cultures Students analyze
relationships of works of art to one another in terms of history, aesthetics, and culture, justifying conclusions
made in the analysis and using such conclusions to inform their own art making. Next, students agree on a
definition as a class. Math students can use them to show a geometric concept in real life. Do they convey the
theme? DIY Photographs Before giving a formal photo essay assignment, give students an opportunity to
practice and receive feedback. Product represents a good selection of negatives from the proof sheets.


